BMW M57N (306D2) 3.0 litre ZF6HP26 six-speed automatic gearbox conversion
parts kit for Land Rover Defender models

Parts:-



Billet, custom adaptor to join the ZF6HP26 to a Land Rover LT230 transfer
box with hardened input shaft.
Price - £795



Bespoke body wiring harness for simplified connection to the new vehicle
supplied with full instructions.
Price - £550 On sale £499
 Re-programming of the Bosch DDE (engine control unit)
to allow the engine and gearbox to operate stand-alone without
associated BMW vehicle control modules.
Price £250 (Service carried out for customer supplied ECU)
Price £400 (Outright sale for ECU, no exchange. Subject to
availability)



Bespoke universal engine mount kit. Brackets ready to bolt to the engine and
new rubber mounts. Weld on chassis brackets are also supplied that allow
adjustment of the engine and gearbox position before welding to the chassis
rails suiting a variety of chassis and engine configurations. Gearbox mounting
are supplied also with weld on chassis bracket and in some case 2 brackets
are required to weld on for gearbox mounting.
Price £349



Custom automatic oil cooler set
up complete with pipe work,
gearbox adaptors, thermostat and
fittings.

Price-£445



Steering pipe kit for M57N engines
Price - £79

 Coolant gauge and sender kit. (Full coolant
silicone hose kit coming soon)
Price- £49



Silicone boost pipe kit

Price - £249



DDE4/DDE5/DDE6 ECU holder

Price - £50



Electronic fuel pump

(Pre wired if required as pictured)

Price- £115



Stainless steel front exhaust pipe

Price- £425


Defender TDCI throttle pedal integration if you do not want to run the standard
BMW floor mounted pedal.

Price – Supplied modified pedal £175 (Subject to availability)
Customer Supplied Defender TDCI pedal £50

 Defender TDCI dash board controller allowing
full integration of the TDCI dashboard and wiring
harness to the BMW Engine enabling you to remove
the original TDCI ECU completely.
Price £699

Extra Options
Air conditioning output enabled on TDCI dashboard
Price £120
Traction control enabled
Price £160


ECU / DDE Stage 2 Remap for further for power and torque
Price - £200

Air shifter kit



Air shifter kit for operation of High/low and diff lock. This removes the need to
fit a mechanical lever and allows supplied electrical switches to operate these
functions remotely using an compressor and pneumatic rams.
Price £475
(Price £625 Complete air shifter kit with small air compressor supplied)



Trimmed cubby box (Coming soon)
Price - £499



Side Air intake kit.

(Off side/drivers side wing
vent required)
Price- £350
(£200 for engine side air intake if full kit not required. 90mm round hole)

***New Product***

Galvanised Chassis with M57N/M57N2 -6 speed automatic mounts.

We have teamed up with Richard Chassis to offer a fully bolt in solution for the M57N and
M57N2 engine combined with the 6 speed automatic transmission.
Please call or email for price.

All prices are plus VAT unless stated.
All parts are subject to availability and prices can be subject to change depending on
suppliers and material costs.
Any questions please ask.

*****See Notes below******

**Notes***
If fitting to pre TD5 Defenders then we recommend using a TD5/TDCI radiator cooling pack
which you will have to source from a breaker/E bay. This makes installation easier as the
pipe work suits this configuration very well.
For all of the Defender models we recommend fitting an uprated TD5/TDCI intercooler. The
standard intercoolers have been known to pop the plastic end caps off!
We also recommend installing an electric fan for cooling. We use https://www.revotec.com/
for all our in house conversions.

Parts are constantly being updated and we try our up most to ensure they have correct
tolerances to fit as may models and builds as possible. Some cases parts may have to be
slightly modified either because of the vehicles build discrepancy or in some cases parts are
supplied over long so that you have to cut down to be bespoke to suit the car rather than
end up with a part that is supplied too short.
If you are not confident in altering parts to suit you build then *DO NOT BUY* these parts.
You are ultimately putting and engine in a vehicle it was not designed for and if you want a
completely hassle free then keep the original engine. We aim to make the parts as bolt in as
possible but sometimes you may have to think outside the box to complete the process.

Engine and gearbox mounting to your Land Rover chassis.

If you have a 300TDI chassis your passenger side engine mount is standard
and you have to remove all other mounts and weld on mounts supplied for
driver’s side and gearbox mounts.
If you have a TDCI chassis you have to remove both engine mounts but
gearbox mounts stay as factory. Only weld on new engine mounts.
If you have TD5 chassis all mounts must be removed and mount all mounts
as supplied. A jig for 300tdi mounts is available to position the engine
mount on the passenger side if you need for a reference point.

